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ABSTRACT

Mathematics is of major importance in science subjects. Unfortunately, students struggle with applying mathematics in science subjects, especially physics. In this qualitative study we demonstrate that transfer of algebraic skills from mathematics in physics class can be improved by using pre-knowledge effectively. We designed shift-problems involving instructional models to carry out small interventions in textbook problems. Shift-problems are feasible for teachers to adopt in teaching practice. To gain insight in the extent to which students improved their application of algebraic skills including basic skills and symbol sense behaviour, we selected three grade-10 physics students. In round one, the students solved algebraic physics problems as they appear in physics textbooks. Two weeks later in round two, the same problems were presented as shift problems to them where we activated prior mathematical knowledge by providing systematic rule-based algebraic hints at the start of these tasks. Algebraic skills were presented in a similar way to how these were learned in mathematics textbooks. We observed that students’ problem-solving abilities increased from 48.5 % in the first to 81.8 % in the second round, indicating the effectiveness of how we implemented shift-problems. Furthermore, we discussed the implications of our results for the international science audience.
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INTRODUCTION

Mathematics has a pivotal role in science education (Schoenfeld & Sloane, 2016; Walshe, Johnston, & McClelland, 2017), for it offers the tools by which quantitative relationships can be calculated, modelled, represented and predicted (Dierdorp, Bakker, van Maanen, & Eijkelhof, 2014). On the other hand, science provides rich, relevant and meaningful contexts for mathematics. Despite this close relationship, students in a large number of countries struggle with applying mathematics in science subjects, implying insufficient transfer between these subjects (Jonassen et al., 2017; NCTM, 2013; Redish, 2017; ‘TIMMS & PIRLS’, 2018).

Even if students have a solid grasp of mathematics, transfer of this subject to science subjects, especially physics is not assured. One of the very rare studies in this area shows that students with sufficient basic mathematical knowledge enrolled in an algebra-based physics course faced problems with mathematics in physics (Rebello et al., 2007). They concluded that the lack of transfer was not due to students’ mathematics knowledge, but inappropriate application of algebra to physics problems.

According to Roorda (2012), the main reason for the lack of transfer is related to compartmentalized thinking in which students see mathematics and science as two different unrelated subjects. This phenomenon is reinforced since in many countries both subjects are taught separately (‘Netherlands institute for curriculum development’, 2018; Honey, Pearson, & Schweinigruber, 2014; ‘TIMMS & PIRLS’, 2019). Indeed, according to Furner and Kumar (2007), offering both subjects separately therefore can be seen as a jigsaw puzzle without any picture. The challenge
Contribution of this paper to the literature

- We successfully designed shift-problems to activate prior-mathematical knowledge by providing systematic rule-based systematic hints with emphasis on symbol sense at the start of algebraic physics problems in physics textbooks.

- Through this intervention, students’ problem-solving abilities increased from 48.5% to 81.8%, suggesting high effectiveness of our implementation of shift-problems.

is to integrate the pieces of the puzzle. How this can be done properly, is explained in the sections below. In addition, there can be a mismatch in pedagogical approaches between mathematics and science teachers (Turşucu et al., 2018b), especially in teaching mathematical methods such as algebraic techniques (Drijvers et al., 2011).

A remedy for both compartmentalized thinking and the mismatch above may be coherent mathematics and science education (CMSE) that is of major importance for students (Berlin & White, 2010, 2012, 2014). The idea behind CMSE is fostering connection between mathematics and science education through, for example alignment of notations. As part of CMSE, the discrepancy in pedagogical approaches may require alignment of teaching approaches, and also improvement of mathematical proficiency (Kilpatrick, Swafford, & Findell, 2001) that contains the five interwoven strands adaptive reasoning, conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, productive disposition and strategic competence. Concerning algebra education, especially important are the second and third strands. Together, these strands form algebraic expertise (Arcavi, 1994; Andrá et al., 2015) that includes algebraic skills with emphasis on procedural fluency in relation to conceptual understanding. Symbol sense is the part of algebraic skills involving conceptual understanding, relating to “an intuitive feel for when to call on symbols in the process of solving a problem, and conversely, when to abandon a symbolic treatment for better tools” (Arcavi, 1994, p. 25). Moreover, symbol sense contains the ability to choose a sensible systematic problem-solving strategy based on relevant aspects of an algebraic expression.

Through examples, Arcavi (1994) identified eight behaviors of symbol sense that show the interwinement between conceptual understanding and procedural skills. A key behavior of symbol sense is flexible manipulation skills. While being in control of the work, flexible manipulation skills includes flexible manipulation of expressions (both technical and with insight). Two interconnected concepts characteristics of flexible manipulation skills are having a gestalt view on algebraic expressions and dealing in a suitable manner with their visual salience. The Gestalt gestalt view contains is “the ability to consider an algebraic expression as a whole, to recognize its global characteristics, to ‘read through’ algebraic expressions and equations, and to foresee the effects of a manipulation strategy” (Bokhove & Drijvers, 2010, p. 43). Visual salience deals with contains local salience, i.e. sensitivity towards visual cues in local symbols such as exponents, fractions and square root signs, and pattern salience relating to sensitivity towards global patterns in algebraic expressions. In short, both local and pattern salience are part of visual salience; they deal with sensitivity towards local and global cues. This implies that flexible manipulation skills and thus algebraic expertise including basic algebraic skills and symbol sense play a major role in the transfer of mathematics to science subjects, in particular to physics. Even though symbol sense is pivotal in relation to transfer, our extensive literature study including Google Scholar and ProQuest revealed that their relationship has hardly been studied, especially the role of activation of prior mathematical knowledge to improve transfer to physics. In fact, there is no single study examining such relationship with emphasis on activation of pre-knowledge. This makes it worthwhile to investigate this matter.

Research Aim and Central Research Question

In this study we researched the effectiveness of activation of students’ prior mathematical knowledge to solve physics problems in regular physics textbooks (Ottink et al., 2014) for which solution algebraic skills were needed. Students solved interventions of these problems were presented as shift problems (Palha, Dekker, Gravemeijer, & van Hout-Wolters, 2013). These are small interventions added to regular textbook tasks that are easily adopted by most students and teachers. Shift-problems contain an instructional model to improve students’ learning. In many studies the gap between advice offered in educational research and established classroom practices is too large. Indeed, only very few teachers can incorporate such large changes in their teaching (Leahy & Wiliam, 2012). As a consequence, such studies often have very limited impact on teaching practice. In this study, the instructional model of shift-problems is used to activate prior mathematical knowledge by providing so called systematic hints at the start of these tasks to improve students’ systematic problem-solving abilities, especially symbol sense behavior. Throughout this study we distinguished between two types of hints. In addition to systematic hints we sometimes provided small, neutral hints for those students who got stuck and could not continue or asked for help. Such small hints are referred to simply as hints. Regarding the pedagogy of algebra, we used algebraic skills, in particular algebraic techniques similar to how these were learned in their mathematics textbooks (Reichard et al., 2014).
These problem-solving activities above are were guided by the central research question “How can activation of prior mathematical knowledge be used effectively to improve students’ symbol sense behavior in senior pre-university education when solving algebraic physics problems?”. This question was divided in two sub questions: (A) “To what extent do students in upper secondary education demonstrate symbol sense behavior when solving algebraic physics problems that occur in their physics textbooks?”, and (B) “To what extent do students in senior pre-university education demonstrate symbol sense behavior when solving the same algebraic physics problems that occur in their physics textbooks after activation of prior mathematical knowledge?”. 

Earlier studies on algebraic problem-solving in physics have shown (e.g., Turşucu et al., 2017, 2018b) that among students in senior pre-university education grade-10 students encounter the biggest transfer problems. Hence, we selected grade-10 physics students to gain deeper understanding in their algebraic problem-solving skills, especially their basic algebraic skills and symbol sense behavior, and whether and to which extent we could improve their problem-solving skills.

The method to operationalize symbol sense behavior is adopted from (Turşucu et al., 2017). This means that we measured both the extent to which students demonstrated symbol sense behavior and the degree to which they applied basic algebraic skills properly during interviews. Symbol sense behaviour became visible through the application of algebraic techniques during procedures involving basic algebraic skills and having a gestalt view on algebraic expressions and dealing with their visual salience.

For stylistic reasons we sometimes refer to ‘conceptual understanding’ as ‘insightful learning’ (Kilpatrick, Swafford, & Findell, 2001). The terms ‘procedural fluency’, ‘procedural skills’ and ‘basic algebraic skills’ are also used interchangeably.

In this study we do not focus on the meaning or nature of physical concepts. The emphasis is on algebraic skills learned in mathematics class and applied to physics problems.

**Educational and Scientific Relevance**

Our literature study also reveals that this is the first time that shift-problems are used outside mathematics education. Therefore, this study may contribute to the evaluation of shift-problems. In addition, the case of students who are successful in mathematics, but struggle with the application of mathematics in physics is highly under examined. This study may provide deeper understanding in why such students struggle with physics problems, thereby providing insight in the underlying mechanisms of how they apply mathematics in physics. Moreover, this study may offer insight in how activating prior mathematical knowledge may be used for the benefit of the international mathematics and science audience, especially curriculum developers, mathematics and physics teachers, mathematics and science teacher educators and textbook publishers who aim to enhance transfer between both subjects and strengthen students’ experiencing CME more coherence across these subjects. Concerning the first group, it may provide design principles to connect the mathematics curricula to that of physics through core goals and content standards dealing with, e.g., for example, the same pedagogy of using algebraic skills. Mathematics and physics textbooks may follow identical problem-solving approaches which are followed by individual teachers in mathematics and physics class. For students, this is an appropriate transfer scenario (e.g. Alink, van Asselt, & den Braber, 2012; Berlin & White, 2012, 2014). Regarding collaboration, both departments may develop strategies in which algebraic skills are used with emphasis on conceptual understanding. In case of mathematics and science teacher educators, they may use the findings of this study in professional teaching programmes to make teachers aware (Girvan, Conneely, & Tangney, 2016; Turşucu et al., 2018b) of aspects that influence transfer, i.e. aspects that impede and enhance transfer. Together, the approaches issues above are likely to impede compartmentalized thinking in both subjects and improve students’ basic algebraic skills and symbol sense behavior in algebraic physics problems.

**BACKGROUND**

**CMSE and Transfer in The Classroom**

Connecting mathematics and science subjects is possible through alignment, including, for example concept descriptions and pedagogy of equivalent mathematical approaches (Alink, Asselt, & Braber, 2012). In addition, there is the organization of the learning process in order to reach an appropriate learning line between these subjects (Alink, Asselt, & Braber, 2012). This requires that certain mathematical concepts are already taught in mathematics class before these were used in science class. Paying sufficient attention to this connection may improve students’ transfer of algebraic skills to physics.

Transfer of learning forms the backbone of the CMSE-approach and refers to the application of initial learning to a new learning situation (Lobato, Rhodehamel, & Hohensee, 2012). Hence, this type of learning is considered as
one of the main goals of education (Haskell, 2001; Mestre, 2006). The occurrence of transfer is determined by the expert (teacher) through a correction scheme which is compared to the learners’ (student) test answers. So transfer either exists or not, indicating a binary outcome. For instance, the period of a spring-mass system is given by the formula $T = 2 \cdot \pi \cdot \sqrt{\frac{m}{c}}$. Solving for $m$ correctly yields $m = \frac{cT^2}{4\pi^2}$ in the experts’ scheme. A different solution is regarded false and implies the absence of transfer (Turşucu et al., 2017). Regarding this study, we elaborate on this matter in the methodology section.

In many countries, CMSE in teaching practice depends on various players such as the curriculum and science teacher educators above (Schmidt, Wang, & McNight, 2005, Turşucu et al., 2018a). The curricula (intended curriculum) describe the general core goals of education and the specific standards which are tested in national final examinations. Textbooks mediate between these curricula and the actual teaching in classrooms (implemented curriculum) which are closely followed by teachers and their students (Stein & Smith, 2010). Thus, in the Netherlands the key players are curricula, textbooks and teachers (van Zanten & van den Heuvel - Panhuizen, 2014). For researchers, the textbooks' central role in teaching practice makes it worthwhile to design shift-problems in which instructional models replace a small part of regular textbooks (Palha, Dekker, Gravemeijer, & van Hout-Wolters, 2013). In this study we used this pragmatic approach to design instructional models by means of systematic hints about using algebraic techniques in a similar way to that in mathematics textbooks. By providing systematic hints we aim to activate prior mathematical knowledge and improve both students’ procedural fluency and symbol sense behavior during algebraic problem solving in physics and strengthen students experiencing more coherence across these subjects.

**Context of The Study**

All authors in this study were affiliated with the mathematics and science teacher education program of Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands. Therefore, they were selected from Dutch secondary schools. For this reason, we briefly sketch the Dutch context in relation to education, especially that of pre-university education. The latter lasts six years and consists of three lower years, i.e. lower pre-university education and three upper years, i.e. senior pre-university education.

The Netherlands is regarded as an advanced industrial country (OECD, 2018) where both mathematics and science education at secondary and college level play an important role in the Dutch political agenda (Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, 2019), implying that government officials and policy makers are paying serious attention to both subjects and their relation. Internationally, Dutch lower and senior pre-university education students score accordingly in assessments of these disciplines, including that of physics (TIMMS & PIRLS, 2018).

**Algebra in Senior Pre-university Mathematics Education**

The algebraic skills in Dutch mathematics curricula deal mainly with algebraic activity, for example algebraic manipulation of formulas and expressions, and patterns of relationships between variables. While a formula refers to an expression containing real measurable quantities such as temperature, an expression can be an abstract algebraic expression with abstract mathematical variables (placeholders), or a formula with physical quantities (Drijvers et al., 2011).

According to mathematics curricula, the whole set of mathematical activities above are part of algebraic skills. The latter is divided into general skills including developing systematic problem-solving strategies with insight, and specific skills dealing with algebraic knowledge and manipulation skills. Thus, specific skills in these curricula are identical to basic algebraic skills. Symbol sense is not explicitly mentioned, but is very close to general skills. The description of general and specific skills together is identical to that of algebraic expertise.

In this study we focus on the application of algebraic techniques which are a key element of algebraic skills, especially in algebraic manipulation of expressions. To solve basic algebraic problems correctly, these techniques should be automated. In this sense, they can be seen as part of the basic algebraic skills machinery. Some well-known algebraic techniques are ‘multiplication of both sides’ and ‘substitution’. The former multiplies both sides of the equation by the same variable, and the latter replaces single variables in expressions. The spectrum of these techniques is presented and described in detail in the next section.

Mathematics curricula pay little attention to the connection with science subjects, in particular with physics. So, alignment focusing on issues such as equations, formulas and pedagogy of using algebraic techniques are absent in mathematics and physics class. Unfortunately, this also applies for the organization of the learning process in order to reach an appropriate learning line of concepts between mathematics and physics (Alink, Asselt, & Braber, 2012).
Algebra in Senior Pre-university Physics Education

Physics education in the Netherlands starts in grade 8 and corresponds to the second year of lower pre-university education. Since in the next year students decide whether to choose physics or not, grade 8 is regarded as crucial for potential physics students. Physics is introduced through a strong context-concept approach (Turşucu et al., 2018b) where students start with basic quantities such as force and length. The number of formulas is negligible, so students hardly apply algebraic skills to manipulate formulas. This changes slightly in the next year, but the number of formulas is still very limited and the required level of algebraic skills is low. After the transition to senior pre-university education in grade 10, the level of algebraic skills changes significantly (Turşucu et al., 2017).

Physics formulas are algebraic representations of proportionalities, consisting of two or more variables representing real, measurable quantities. Most formulas express proportionality. They involve only products, quotients and powers, but no sums or differences. (Drijvers et al., 2011). For instance, the formula for kinetic energy $E_{\text{kin}} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot m \cdot (v_{\text{final}})^2$ is proportional to $(v_{\text{final}})^2$ and that of an enclosed ideal gas $\frac{p \cdot V}{T} = C$ is inversely proportional to $T$. Although proportionalities are of major importance in physics, it does feature very prominently in mathematics education. This may have consequences for transfer of students' algebraic skills.

The formulas are described in the physics curriculum (“Netherlands institute for curriculum development”, 2017). The same applies to the algebraic skills needed to manipulate these formulas. The latter can also be found in BINAS, the Dutch information booklet for natural sciences. Students use it in tests and in the final physics examination.

According to the physics curriculum students should be able to derive formulas, for example the derivation of Keplers’ law $G \cdot \frac{M}{r^2} = \frac{v^2}{r}$ straighten algebraic curves such as the period of a pendulum $T = C \cdot \sqrt{l}$, and conduct dimensional analysis, e.g. for example proving that $[r]$ in the attractive gravitational force $F_g = G \cdot \frac{M \cdot m}{r^2}$ has unit m. Over the last few years, such algebraic physics problems have become more important in the upper secondary education physics program. Moreover, these problems require mathematically correct solutions where algebraic expertise include procedural fluency and sensitivity towards visual salience by means of local salience and pattern salience of algebraic expressions.

Closer Look at Algebraic Expertise

The spectrum of algebraic expertise extends from basic algebraic skills to symbol sense and is shown in Figure 1 (Arcavi, 1994; Drijvers et al., 2011; Turşucu et al., 2018b). While symbol sense deals with strategic work with a global focus and emphasis on algebraic reasoning, basic algebraic skills concerns procedural work with a local focus and algebraic calculation. Algebraic reasoning deals, among other techniques, with extreme cases and symmetry considerations.

Demonstration of a global focus deals with recognizing patterns in formulas. In this study, strategic work refers to a physics student being in control of her work during algebraic problem solving. The student tries to find a different systematic approach when the initial strategy is insufficient. Our focus is on the intertwining between local and global, and procedural and strategic work.

A key issue in algebraic problem-solving is how to deal with basic algebraic skills and insight in teaching practice should look like. Should teachers focus on basic skills or on insight, or on some kind of hybrid state? Indeed, these questions are very relevant (Schoenfeld, 2016) and lie at the heart of ‘Math Wars’, i.e. a long-standing debate about the best way to acquire algebraic expertise. This discussion resulted in clashing ideas about curricula, textbooks and classroom practice. During the past few years there has been a shift towards teaching basic skills and insightful learning through an integrated approach (Rittle-Johnson, Schneider & Star, 2015; Turşucu et al., 2018a): “Without insight, there is no skill, and without skill, there is no insight” (Drijvers, 2011, p.141), indicating that their
relationship is bidirectional. We adopt this view on algebraic expertise. For classroom practice, such views on algebraic expertise may have consequences for teaching algebraic skills in both subjects. Mathematics teachers introducing the equation \( y = b \cdot x^2 \) may provide context and meaning by referring to the analogous formula for kinetic energy in physics \( E_{\text{kin}} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot m \cdot v^2 \). Physics teachers may do the opposite, which can be considered as activation of prior mathematical knowledge. Earlier studies on learning and instruction have shown that activation of pre-knowledge may contribute to better students’ achievements (e.g. Hailikari, Katajavuori, & Lindblom-Ylänne, 2008; Roorda, 2012). When solving for \( v \) in \( E_{\text{kin}} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot m \cdot v^2 \), physics teachers should use the same pedagogical approach taught in math class, i.e. when solving for \( x \) in \( y = b \cdot x^2 \). While students should be skillful in basic operations such as isolation of \( x^2 \) and \( v^2 \), they should also understand and be able to explain the mathematics behind these operations.

**Pedagogical Approach to Systematic Problem Solving in Physics**

This study distinguishes between using ‘ad hoc strategies’ and applying ‘systematic algebraic strategies’ that includes applying algebraic skills with insight as described in the mathematics curriculum (“Netherlands institute for curriculum development”, 2018).

For stylistic reasons we use ‘systematic algebraic strategies’ and ‘systematic algebraic approach’ interchangeably to denote the same. This also holds for ‘ad hoc strategies’ and ‘ad hoc approach’. A ‘systematic algebraic approach’ refers to a “rule-based problem-solving approach in which algebraic techniques are used with insight, where ‘rule’ refers to the standard rules for multiplication and division of powers, such as \( x^a \cdot x^b = x^{a+b} \), which play the role of algebraic axioms in high school algebra” (Turşucu et al., 2018b, p. 5). With ‘ad hoc strategies’ we refer to “mathematical strategies that are not based on standard algebraic rules with insight, and only work for a specific case that may lead to fragmented knowledge, impeding generalization of algebra”. Even though such strategies may be useful as initial steps or even lead to correct solutions (Roorda, 2012), students can get stuck in more sophisticated problems requiring insight. Moreover, students may become dependent on an authority such as a teacher telling them whether an approach is algebraically correct or not. Therefore, ad hoc approaches may be harmful for students’ transfer of mathematics in physics, mainly because students lack insight into algebraic skills. Other examples of ad hoc strategies are guessing a solution for a problem and then working backwards or the application of ill-understood mnemonics such as the ‘formula triangle’. In this study, applying algebraic skills with insight becomes visible during problem-solving in physics. The student applies algebraic techniques during basic algebraic skills procedures and shows sensitivity towards local salience and pattern salience in formulas.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Selection Criteria for Students**

In this explorative qualitative study with a quantitative component we aimed to gain deeper understanding in students’ symbol sense behavior, and to investigate whether shift-problems designed to activate prior mathematical knowledge can improve students’ problem-solving in physics for which solution algebraic skills are needed. Beyond qualitative explanations, the quantitative component offers insight into the extent to which students correctly applied systematic algebraic strategies that became visible through the application of basic algebraic skills and symbol sense behaviour. Therefore, this component should not be confused with quantitative studies generalizing results from a larger sample population (Bryman, 2015).

We used convenience sampling (Bryman, 2015) to find one physics teacher together with three students who were available and willing to participate in this study. Thereafter, we used the ‘Physics Teachers’ Interview Protocol’ that is presented in the first section of the Appendix to interview the teacher and select appropriate physics students. During the pilot-phase prior to this study, this protocol was tested on different teachers and social scientists and redesigned several times until the authors agreed on appropriate length and clearness. Selection of students were based on a sufficient mathematics grade and an insufficient physics grade for which the physics teacher used ‘Magister’, a secondary education student monitoring system (‘accounts.magister.net’, 2018). According to the Dutch ten-point grading system, a student’ grade is insufficient if her grade is less than 5.5. This indicates that students’ insufficient physics grade is not due to her insufficient mathematics knowledge, but related to the inadequate application step of mathematics in physics. We also took into account that the students should have a similar knowledge domain at the start of these interviews. Otherwise, it would not have been legitimate to compare their individual performances. Because of these strong selection criteria, we only found one school satisfying them that yielded the anonymized grade-10 physics students Clare, Mary and Sam (the only male student in this study). All these students took mathematics classes and used the mathematics textbook *Getal en Ruimte* (meaning: *Number and Space*) (Reichard et al., 2014) and the physics textbook *Natuurkunde Onder* (meaning: *Physics*
Everywhere) (Sonneveld et al., 2014). Furthermore, as can be seen in Table 1, their mathematics grade is ranging from 6.8 up to 7.9 and their physics grade from 4.8 up to 5.9. Although Sam’s 5.9 did not perfectly meet our requirement, we selected this student. In the last section we elaborate on this matter and legitimize our choice.

### Design of Shift-problems

As mentioned above, the students were asked to solve the tasks about algebraic physics problems in two rounds: first, as they appeared in the physics textbook (Ottink et al., 2014), and after two weeks in the second round as *shift problems* (Palha, Dekker, Gravemeijer, & van Hout-Wolters, 2013). The design of shift problems is based on the iterative 3D-principle in which the interaction between, in subsequent order, the teacher (D1), the resources (textbooks) (D2) and the students (D3) is described. D1 starts with a learning objective of the teacher, i.e. in this study the improvement of symbol sense behavior, especially the transfer of algebraic skills including algebraic techniques from mathematics to physics for solving algebraic physics problems. Therefore, the tasks should trigger students problem-solving and provide insight in their algebraic expertise with basic algebraic skills and symbol sense behavior. Based on these criteria, in D2 we selected the algebraic physics problems ‘Task 1: Specific heat capacity’, ‘Task 2: Thermal resistance’ and ‘Task 3: Charged particles’ from the physics textbook SysNat (Ottink et al., 2014). These tasks are described in symbolic representations (Goldin, 2000) and focus on algebraic manipulations. During a pilot-phase these problems were solved by other grade-10 students who did not participate in this study. This offered us information about clearness, length and usability, i.e. that these tasks were doable by students. Afterwards, some of the tasks were adjusted considering these issues. This resulted in ‘The Tasks’ containing the three tasks above which are presented in the second subsection of Appendix. Next, we imagined a hypothetical learning trajectory (Arthur Bakker, 2004) by predicting how students will react when solving these problems. For instance, we expected students to apply the ad hoc strategies. In D3, they were videotaped while solving these tasks in aloud (Charters, 2003).

As to D1’ where the apostrophe refers to the second cycle of the 3D-principle, students’ work of D3 was analyzed to add refinements to the tasks. We also used insights from the study in which we examined symbol sense behavior (Turşcu et al., 2018b). Pivotal was that students should avoid the application of transfer impeding ad hoc approaches. Instead, these refinements should focus and trigger the application of systematic algebraic strategies with insight. Next, we examined how algebraic techniques are used in the mathematics textbook Getal en Ruimte (Reichard et al., 2014) to provide similar pedagogical approaches to students that they learned in their mathematics textbook. In D2’ these principles were used to design algebraic systematic hints for the tasks aiming at activation of prior mathematical knowledge that we refer to as ‘activation hint’. We also designed a ‘strategic hint’ providing information about how to start a task. The ‘activation hint’ together with the ‘strategic hint’ we called *systematic hints*. The tasks as they appeared in the physics textbook including these systematic hints form shift-problems.

Immediately before starting with shift-problems, students were introduced by an exemplary task explaining how systematic hints are used. Both the introductory task and shift problems are presented in the fourth subsection ‘Shift-problems’ of Appendix. The systematic hints are summarized below.

Concerning ‘strategic hints’ we demonstrated through a systematic algebraic approach how to go from $y = \frac{ab}{c}$ in task 1, and from $y = \frac{a}{b}$ to $y = \frac{a}{b}$ in task 2a; if $y = ab$ and $z = ab$, then $y = z$ for task 2b, and how to go from $y = \frac{a}{b}$ to $a = yb$ for task 3. Regarding ‘activation hints’ we asked first to solve for $c$, then to apply the $\text{-operator}$ that is used to denote the units of quantities. So the $\text{-operator}$ is applied to $c$, i.e. replacing $c$ by $[c]$ and the other quantities by their units for task 1; analogously application of the $\text{-operator}$ to $\text{R}_{\text{therm}}$ in task 2a, to rewrite $\text{R}_{\text{therm}}$ to $\text{1/3}$, and task 2b, and to first to solve for $f$, and then to apply the $\text{-operator}$ to $f$. We note that the $\text{-operator}$ refers to the unit-operator that is used for dimensional analysis. Moreover, Dutch physics textbooks use this type of notation.

In D3’, two weeks after D3, again while being videotaped students solved these shift-problems after being introduced to these tasks by an example explaining how systematic hints are applied. Their work in both D3 and D3’ was analyzed with regard to symbol sense behavior and how they used algebraic techniques. To distinguish between D3 and D3’ we refer to D3 as the ‘first round’ and to D3’ as the ‘second round’. In short, during the first round the tasks were presented as they appeared in the physics textbook without guidance. Next, in the second round we offered a ‘strategic hint’ for how to start with the task, and an ‘activation hint’ to activate prior
mathematical knowledge in the sense that algebraic techniques are applied in a similar way as in their mathematics textbook.

**Design of Students’ Task-based Interviews (TBIs)**

The algebraic problem-solving activities in this study took place during interviews conducted by an independent researcher. Such interviews guided by a protocol are called task-based interviews (TBIs) (Maher & Sigley, 2014). In this study, the TBIs were designed in such a way that the students only interacted with the tasks and the interviewer. Therefore, they were conducted by the independent researcher in an appropriate, quiet place. Each of these TBIs lasted approximately half an hour. The interview protocol consisted of two parts. During the design process in the pilot phase, we considered that the instructions were clear and that the non-participating students above could easily work with it. Based on their feedback, some parts of this protocol were adjusted, resulting in the ‘Interview Protocol Physics Students’ that is displayed in the fifth subsection of Appendix. As can be seen, in the first part of our protocol students were asked questions about their background, the textbooks they used, and their mathematics and physics grades were double checked. In the second part they were guided by the protocol to solve ‘The Tasks’. We note that the same protocol was also used to solve shift-problems. The interviewer only interrupted when the student remained silent for one minute or a procedure or reasoning was not clear enough. Stimulated recall techniques (Geiger, Muir, & Lamb, 2016) were used to get as much information as possible on the students’ work. For those who got stuck and could not continue or asked for help, we provided small neutral hints.

In addition to these qualitative methods above, we measured levels of basic algebraic skills and symbol sense behavior to compare students’ individual performance. This will be discussed in the following subsections.

**Data Analysis**

**Analysis of videotaped data**

We used the seven phases of Powell, Francisco & Maher (2003) to analyze videotaped data that do not require a rigid order. In ‘phase 1’ we obtained a first and general understanding of how students solved the tasks. Next, interesting and relevant findings were identified. The description of the videotaped data in ‘Phase 2’ was less important, since detailed information about the audio part of videotaped data was already transcribed ad verbatim in ‘Phase 4’, for which the students gave consent. In ‘Phase 3’ we identified critical events such as ad hoc strategies, the application of algebraic techniques and other relevant information during problem-solving requiring mathematical motivation. These are described in ‘phase 5’ where we operationalized our central research question using the coding scheme (spread sheet) in Table 2.

The coding process was based on the students’ written solution set to both ‘The Tasks’ and ‘Shift-problems’, the transcripts of the audio part of videotaped data and to a lesser extent on the analysis of physical episodes. Students’ written work of round one and two were compared to the ‘Systematic Solution Set’ (solution set in short) in the third subsection of the Appendix and coded using Table 2. This means that students’ work was assigned to scores to gain insight in their algebraic problem-solving skills for each round and to determine to which extent shift-problems improved their symbol sense behavior. For instance, to solve ‘Task 1: specific heat capacity’ in Appendix systematically and with insight, the first procedure requires division of both sides of \( Q = m \cdot [c] \cdot \Delta T \) by \( m \), yielding \( \frac{Q}{m} = [c] \cdot \Delta T \). Since \( \frac{m \cdot [c] \cdot \Delta T}{m} \) is equivalent to \( [c] \cdot \Delta T \cdot m \cdot m^{-1} \), this procedure may require sensitivity towards the exponent \(-1\) in \( m^{-1} \) and is associated with the symbol sense type local salience. Students may use other strategies, e.g. for example cancellation of the masses in \( \frac{m \cdot [c] \cdot \Delta T}{m} \). Such correct mathematical procedures do not affect scores, neither does interchanging procedures.

**The coding process**

The observation of critical events during coding was reported in the first column ‘Time’ of Table 2. The entries of ‘Task’ represent the tasks in both the first and the second round. Contrary to the columns ‘Time’, ‘Task’ and ‘Ad
hoc strategies’, the remaining columns consist of drop-down boxes, each having different options. Concerning ‘Algebraic Techniques’, students’ algebraic technique during a procedure anchored the selection (coding) of one of the options ‘multiplication of both sides’, ‘division of both sides’, ‘substitution’ and ‘inverting both sides’ in the spreadsheet. If the student used ad hocapproaches instead of systematic algebraic strategies, the details were described in ‘Ad hoc strategies’. The column ‘Trigger’ involved the options ‘positive’, ‘negative’ or ‘missed opportunity’. For appropriate procedures, this was coded either ‘positive’ with score ‘1’ indicating a flawless procedure, or an incorrect ‘negative’ procedure with score ‘0.5’. The neutral student who used ad hoc strategies or overlooked a required procedure, corresponds to the third scenario ‘Missed opportunity’ with score ‘0’. As a result, these scores led to SSB (%) per task. In addition, the overall symbol sense behavior percentage for all tasks, i.e. OSSB (%) = sum of all task scores ÷ 11 - 100%, and OBAS (%) = sum of all task scores requiring BAS only ÷ 100%, i.e. the overall basic algebraic skills percentage for all tasks were calculated. Each of the numbers ‘11’ in OSSB (%) and ‘5’ in OBAS (%) are the sum of respectively eleven procedures involving local salience, pattern salience, and basic algebraic skills, and ‘five’ basic algebraic skills procedures. This implies that a flawless performance in both cases yields the maximum score of 11 for OSSB (%) and the maximum score of 5 for OBAS (%).

The acronyms above, denoting certain procedures during algebraic problem-solving, are widely used throughout this manuscript. For clarity we present them below. These are:
- BAS: basic algebraic skills;
- OBAS (%): the overall basic algebraic skills percentage for the whole set of tasks;
- SSB (%): the symbol sense behavior percentage per task, and
- OSSB (%): the overall symbol sense behavior percentage for the whole set of tasks.

Furthermore, a student was considered procedurally fluent when OBAS (%) ≥ 75% (3 out of 4 points). OSSB (%) was sufficient if OSSB (%) ≥ 72.7% (8 out of 11 points). These criteria were the result of consensus among the authors after a series of discussions. The norm for a solid domain of basic algebraic skills was agreed on 3 out of 4 points. As to symbol sense behavior, this extends basic algebraic skills, since it also requires insight in algebraic skills. Thus, we took 8 out of 11 points, i.e. a minimum OSSB (%) score of 72.7%.

Towards Common Findings

Regarding ‘phase 6’ (constructing storyline), in subsequent order we identified the ad hoc strategies in both rounds, students’ SSBB (%) per task, OBAS (%) and finally OSSB (%). Next, during ‘phase 7’ (composing narrative), the findings from ‘phase 6’, students’ written solution set and the transcripts were merged into common findings.

With respect to improvement of reliability (Bryman, 2015), the first and second author independently carried out the coding process. This means that first each author independently compared students’ written work to the ‘Systematic Solution Set’ in Appendix and assigned to scores using Table 2. When crosschecking their results, they found that their findings overlapped for approximately 80%. Next, they discussed the remaining 20% and made adjustments in those areas of their findings. For instance, they agreed on assessing the work of some students who did not work out a certain procedure involving basic algebraic skills or symbol sense behaviour on paper, but immediately wrote down the correct answer. During the interviews with students thinking aloud, they correctly mentioned the required procedure. Therefore, such procedures were considered positive and assigned the score ‘1’, indicating a flawless procedure. In addition, sometimes the first or second author accidentally assigned incorrect scores for a certain procedure. Such issues were thoroughly double checked and discussed by the first and second author, which led to 100% agreement among them.

RESULTS

Recall that we distinguish between ‘systematic hints’ on the one hand and ‘hints’ on the other hand, which are small, neutral hints for students who got stuck and could not continue or asked for help.

Furthermore, we especially examined tasks for which students maximized their score to 100 % in the second round using systematic hints. In case of two or more of such maximum scores, we only discussed the task that provided the most relevant information.

Clare

Clare is a female student with a 5.0 for mathematics and a 6.9 for physics. In round one, she faced serious difficulties with task 2b and 3 where she used the ad hoc approach swapping strategy. She only used one hint for task 1. In round two, Clare did not use any hints.
Table 3. Clare’s basic algebraic skills and symbol sense behavior characteristics during algebraic problem-solving in round 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2a</th>
<th>2b</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>1'</th>
<th>2a'</th>
<th>2b'</th>
<th>3'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missed opportunity</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative score</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive score</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task max. score</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB (%)</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Clare’s solutions for task 3 during algebraic problem-solving in round 1 and 2

Round 1: SSB (%) = 25.0 %  
Round 2: SSB (%) = 100.0 %

In Table 3, we show her symbol sense behavior characteristics for both rounds. The second (1) up to the fifth column (3) of the first row each represent a task in round one; the sixth (1’) up to the ninth column (3’) of the first row each represent a task in round two. To distinguish between both rounds, in round two we used apostrophes next to the tasknumbers. ‘Missed opportunity’, the first column of the second row demonstrates the sum of how many procedures per task she used ad hoc strategies (and) or made no attempt to solve the task.

The entry ‘Task max. score’, i.e. the fifth row of the first column gives the maximum score of a task. For instance, regarding task 2a in round one, Clare’s ‘Missed opportunity’ equals 0; she has one correct procedure with positive score ‘1’ and one that is incorrect with negative score ‘0.5’. Overall, her total number of ‘Missed opportunity’ for round one is seven and consists of five overlooked procedures (four local salience and one pattern salience procedure). In the second round this number is reduced to three including two local salience and one pattern salience procedure. For many overlooked procedures she performs algebraic manipulation ‘by head’ without writing them on paper. This makes it very difficult to decipher the underlying mechanisms of such procedures. Despite this, we calculated the percentage of her total number of ‘Missed opportunity’ in round one corresponding to 63.6 % of the perfect score. For round two, this number was 27.3%, implying that Clare significantly reduced the number of overlooked procedures in round two without using ad hoc approaches. Her lowest SSB (%) is 0 % for task 2b and 25.0% for tasks 3 in round one, and 33.3% for tasks 1’ in round two. Her highest SSB (%) corresponds to 75.0% for task 2a in round one, and to 100% for both tasks 2a’ and 3’ in round two. For the latter two tasks, Clare used flawless procedures involving basic algebraic skills and local salience procedures. Her OBAS (%) improved from \( \frac{25}{100} \times 100 = 25.0 \) % in the first round to 100.0 % in the second round. Thus, her OBAS (%) is sufficient. Concerning her OSSB (%) over both rounds, this improved from \( \frac{35}{100} \times 100 = 35.0 \) % to 72.7 %. The latter implies that Clare’s symbol sense behavior is sufficient. Indeed, she nicely adopted the provided systematic hints for both tasks 2a and 3’, and demonstrated sensitivity towards local salience and pattern salience procedures. Furthermore, even though she struggled with task 2b that only contains pattern salience procedures, her score slightly increased from 0 % to 50 %.

For task 3, Clare maximized her SSB (%) and went from 25% to 100% in the second round. This is depicted in Table 4 that gives insight in how she applied the swapping strategy in the first round. In line 2 Clare swaps the whole term \( \frac{C^2}{r^2} \) in the denominator of \( f = \frac{f_C}{r^2} \) into \( f = \frac{f_C^2}{q^2} \) but does not understand why this step is mathematically
Table 5. Mary’s basic algebraic skills and symbol sense behavior characteristics per task during algebraic problem-solving in round 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2a</th>
<th>2b</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>1’</th>
<th>2a’</th>
<th>2b’</th>
<th>3’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missed opportunity</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative score</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive score</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task max. Score</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSB (%)</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

legitimate. Even though her solution for this problem yields the correct answer, Clare’s procedure lacks a rule-based problem-solving approach in which algebraic techniques are used with insight. Remarkably, she used the same approach for task 2b where she mentioned: “Bottom one goes to top, middle one remains”. It turned out that her mathematics teacher taught her how to swap such terms. In the second round, again after swapping \(\frac{q^2}{2}\) in \(f = \frac{F_C}{q}\) she writes \(f = \frac{Fr^2}{Q}q\). Next, Clare paused for longer than one minute after which the interviewer interrupted. Then, as can be seen in line 4’, she decides to multiply both sides with \(r^2\). She explains that both sides of the equals sign should be divided by \(Q \cdot q\) yielding \(f = \frac{Fr^2}{Q}q\). Clare notices that she got the same answer as in the beginning of round 2, but that the swapping approach was much easier to use: “I also divided here by swapping this term and that was much easier for me. I did not really use these [systematic] hints. With these [systematic] hints, it takes much more time to solve this question”. Nevertheless, she correctly adopted the systematic hints of task 3.

Overall, by adopting the systematic hints in the second round in an appropriate way, Clare converted her lower scores for the high number of ‘Missed opportunity’ into positive scores. The [·]-operator was applied flawlessly in all questions. She mentioned that the ‘activation hints’ of task 2a and 3 were very useful. To a less extent this also holds for task 1. Despite this, she mentioned that ‘her way’ of problem-solving including the swapping strategy and algebraic manipulation by memory was easier and quicker to perform. However, Clare did not understand that the systematic hints she applied in the second round helped her to prevent making errors and finishing the problems successfully. This may change when Clare becomes aware of the benefits of such systematic hints, for example when algebraic manipulations in the next years of senior pre-university education become more difficult. Thus, it is worthwhile to show and make her aware of the importance and effectiveness of the application of systematic hints.

Mary

Mary is a female student with a 4.8 for mathematics and a 6.8 for physics. In round one, she struggled with task 1 and 3 for which she used the numbering strategy. She only used a hint for task 2a. In round two, Mary did not ask for hints.

Her symbol sense behavior characteristics for both rounds are displayed in Table 5. Mary’s total number of ‘Missed opportunity’ in the first round was seven including two overlooked pattern salience procedures and five local salience procedures for which she used the numbering strategy. In round two, she reduced this total number to three by applying the numbering strategy for local salience procedures three times. Because she reduced the number of ad hoc approaches and even did not overlook procedures in round two, the percentage of her total number of ‘Missed opportunity’ dropped from 63.6% of the perfect score for the first round to 27.3% for the second.

These scores are quite similar to that of Clare. Mary’s lowest SSB (%) is 0% for task 2b and 3 in round one (identical to Clare), and highest for task 2a. While her score for task 3 remained the same in round 2, task 2b and 3 increased to the maximum score where she adopted the systematic hints appropriately. For task 3 and 3’ she used the numbering strategy for identical procedures, remarkably avoiding all systematic hints. Mary’s OBAS (%) was already 100.0% in the first round, and did not change in the second. Therefore, she has a perfect grasp of basic algebraic skills. Her OSSB (%) improved from 36.4% to 72.7% in the second round. Mary’s similar scores for the tasks in round two yielded the same OSSB (%) as Clare. Based on this result, Mary has sufficient symbol sense behavior. Her OSSB (%) would have been even higher if she had avoided the application of ad hoc strategies in task 3’.

In Table 6, we depicted Mary’s solutions for task 1 where she increased her SSB (%) from 33.3% to the perfect score. In round one she writes the correct solution that is based on the numbering strategy. As can be seen in line 2, Mary first substitutes the units of the expression \(J = \text{kg} \cdot \text{°C}\) into numbers resulting in \(8 = 2 \cdot 2 \cdot 2\). Since the task is to solve for \(c\) and \(c = 2\), she solves for 2 in the numerical expression yielding \(2 = \frac{8}{2} \) Then, she re-substitutes units for numbers giving her the correct expression \(c\) = \(\frac{1}{2} \text{kg} \cdot \text{°C}\). “Yes, if you take 8, for example, that is 2 times 2 times 2 and 2 = 8 divided by 2 times 2, because that is 8 divided by 4, and 8 divided by 4 is 2. So, yes, I think this is the solution”.
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In the second round, she starts with the problem after carefully reading the systematic hints and divides both sides of $Q = m \cdot c \cdot \Delta T$ by $m \cdot \Delta T$ (line 2), and correctly writes the solution:

First, I’m going solve for $c$. Then, I’m going to divide through $m$ and $\Delta T$. This gives $c = Q$ divided by $m$ multiplied by $\Delta T$, and then I’m going to put $c$ in brackets. And then writing all units. I really liked these [systematic] hints.

It can be seen that she applies systematic hints in a well-structured manner. We conclude that although the solution in round one is correct, a rule-based problem-solving approach in which algebraic techniques are used with insight as in the second round is absent.

In general, like Clare, Mary’s application of systematic hints transformed her lower scores for the high number of ‘Missed opportunity’ of round one into positive scores in round two. The [cdot] operator was used correctly in all problems. Because of systematic hints, Mary almost did not use the numbering strategy that was frequently used in the first round. She was quite diligent in reading the systematic hints carefully and applying them in a much more structured manner. Contrary to Clare, she regularly went back to systematic hints of previous problems to use these for other problems. Thus, she seems to be aware of the benefits of the systematic hints. Consequently, the ‘activation hint’ of task 2a was applied on task 2b and 3. She found the ‘activation hints’ of tasks 1 and 2a very useful. This also applies for the ‘strategic hint’ of task 3. When triggered just a few more times by systematic hints, Mary may soon make the wholehearted transition from ad hoc strategies to systematic algebraic problem-solving with insight.

**Sam**

Sam is the only male student in this study. His grade for mathematics is a 7.9 and for for physics a 5.9. In round one, he faced some difficulties with questions 1 and 3, and only used a hint for task 3. Sam did not use hints in round two. Furthermore, for both rounds he did not use ad hoc approaches.

His symbol sense behavior characteristics for both rounds are illustrated in **Table 7**. Concerning both rounds, Sam has only one ‘Missed opportunity’ in the first where he overlooked an local salience procedure. Consequently, the percentage of his total number of ‘Missed opportunity’ is low, i.e. 9.1 % of the perfect score and even 0 % in round two.

These percentages are in contrast to those of the other students. Indeed, they used ad hoc strategies and overlooked procedures for many times. Sam did did not use ad hoc strategies. Together with one overlooked procedure above, this explains the discrepancy between them. In addition to his lowest SSB (%) of 62.5 % in round one for task 3, his score was maximal for tasks 2a and 2b. These numbers are in contrast with Clare and Mary who both had zero scores in round one. In round two, Sam even maximized task 1 and 3 by gaining the perfect score. Like Mary, his OBAS (%) was already 100.0% in the first round and did not change in the second. Since his symbol sense behavior characteristics were much better than the other students, he had also the highest OSSB (%) that improved from 77.3% in the first to the perfect score in the second round. So Sam is the only student who’s basic
Table 8. Sam’s solutions for task 3 during algebraic problem-solving in round 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Round 1</th>
<th>Round 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{C_c}{r^2}$ $\cdot$ $\frac{q}{r^2}$</td>
<td>Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{C_c}{r^2}$</td>
<td>$\frac{F_c}{r^2}$ $\cdot$ $\frac{q}{r^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{C_c}{r^2}$</td>
<td>$\frac{F_c}{r^2}$ $\cdot$ $\frac{q}{r^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{N}{m^2}$</td>
<td>Line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{N}{m^2}$</td>
<td>$\frac{N}{m^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{N}{m^2}$</td>
<td>$\frac{N}{m^2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

algebraic skills and symbol sense behavior were already sufficient in the first round. He is also the only student with a perfect score for all tasks in the second round, implying the he increased his scores maximally.

In Table 8, we displayed Sam’s work for task 3 where he improved his SSB (%) from 62.5% to a flawless score. In the first round he correctly divides both sides of $F_c = f \cdot \frac{q}{r^2}$ through $\frac{q}{r^2}$ yielding a term with double divisions $f = \frac{F_c}{r^2}$ in line 3. Therafter, he intended to stop working on this task, but then proceeded when the interviewer asks him how to get rid of the double divisions (hint). After substituting the quantities in this formula, he tries to simplify this expression. Still, he is not able to get rid of those divisions. Sam suspects that he might cross out $m^2$ in line 5. On the left side in line 6 he multiplies both the numerator and the denominator of this expression with $\frac{m^2}{m^2}$. On the the right side of the same line, Sam divides away $m^2$, but mentions that he is not sure whether this procedure is correct: “I don’t know whether this is allowed. If I did it right. May be I can cross-out some terms. I don’t know whether it is allowed”. In fact, crossing-out these terms is a guess, without any mathematical understanding of this procedure. In the next round, he correctly divides away both sides of the initial formula through $\frac{q}{r^2}$. Subsequently, he multiplies the new expression by $\frac{r^2}{r^2}$ and finds $f = \frac{F_c}{r^2} \cdot \frac{q}{r^2}$. After applying the []-operator and substituting units in the formula he finds the correct solution. Interestingly, Sam applies the ‘activation hint’ of problem 2a: “I didn’t really use this [systematic] hint. I used that of a previous one [problem 2a]. Although I understand the [systematic] hint, I didn’t use it for this task”.

Overall, except for the divisions above, Sam did not encounter serious transfer problems. Contrary to Clare and Mary, he did not use ad hoc strategies a single time. Remarkably, he already used both the []-operator and systematic algebraic strategies in the first round. He found the ‘activation hint’ of task 2a very useful and made repeated statements that the algebraic skills underlying the ‘activation hints’ were already taught in mathematics class not too long ago. Indeed, in the second round he used those strategies effectively and maximized his performance with a perfect OSSB (%). Sam is on the right track; he justifies and develops his already existing tendency to use ad hoc approaches.

**OSSB (%) in Both Rounds**

To gain more insight in the effectiveness of our intervention, in Figure 2 we displayed OSSB (%) of the first round next to that of the second. To distinguish between both rounds, like in Table 3, 5 and 7 where we used apostrophes for the tasks in the second round, here we used OSSB (%). This is illustrated in Figure 2. Since OBAS (%) and OBAS (%) were already incorporated in OSSB (%) and OSSB (%) respectively in the previous subsection, we did not depict them.
For all students there is a major increase in OSSB (%) from the first to the second round. While Sam is the only student having both sufficient procedural fluency (OBAS (%) ≥ 75 %) and symbol sense behavior (OSSB (%) ≥ 72.7 %) already in round one, the other students demonstrated that in the second. We also calculated the ratio \( \frac{\text{OSSB}(\%)}{\Delta \text{OSSB}(\%)} \) that gives the relative increase of students’ OSSB (%) over both rounds and therefore may be seen as the effectiveness of our intervention by means of shift-problems. For Clare we have \( \frac{\text{OSSB}(\%)}{\Delta \text{OSSB}(\%)} = \frac{72.7}{48.5} = 2.3 \) for Mary \( \frac{\text{OSSB}(\%)}{\Delta \text{OSSB}(\%)} \) = 1.3. These numbers confirm our earlier findings: the systematic hints provided in the second round led to a major increase in students’ symbol sense behavior.

We also calculated \( \langle \text{OSSB}(\%) \rangle \) and \( \langle \text{OSSB}(\%)' \rangle \) where the symbols ( ) refer to the average. Therefore, \( \langle \text{OSSB}(\%) \rangle \) is the average of OSSB (%) among all students, and \( \langle \text{OSSB}(\%)' \rangle \) the average OSSB (%) among all students. This number increases from 48.5 % in the first to 81.8 % in the second round. So, while the average OSSB (%) of all students was insufficient in round one, this changed to sufficient in the second, again indicating the effectiveness of how we implemented shift-problems.

**Average SSB (%) per Task in Both Rounds**

In Figure 3 we displayed \( \langle \text{SSB}(\%) \rangle \), i.e. the average SSB (%) per task among all students in round one, and analogously \( \langle \text{SSB}(\%)' \rangle \) for round two. Round one may be characterized by two regimes: the very low scores for task 1 (44 %), task 2b (33.3 %) and task 3 (37.5 %), and the very high score for task 2a (91.7 %). Furthermore, because of the criterion OSSB (%) ≥ 72.7 %, \( \langle \text{SSB}(\%) \rangle \) ≥ 72.7 % was considered sufficient. Only task 2a met this criterion. Indeed, contrary to task 2a, the other tasks contained a combination of many ad hoc approaches and overlooked procedures, strongly impeding students’ OSSB (%). The next round may be characterized by the high regime including task 1 (77.8 %), task 2b (83.3 %) and task 3 (75.0 %), and the highest regime including task 2a (100.0 %). In the next round, all these tasks met the criterion above, with task 2a even reaching the perfect score. This finding confirms what we have seen before: in round two students adopted systematic hints and applied them quite successfully.

On the individual task level, for task 1 in the first round students mainly missed points because they did not divide both sides of \( Q = m \cdot c \cdot \Delta T \) through \( m \) and \( \Delta T \). In addition, Mary used the numbering strategy a few times. The sufficient (SSB (%)) in the next round was mainly due Mary and Sam who flawlessly applied the systematic hints.

As to task 2a, students’ solid domain of basic algebraic skills resulted in excellent performances for both basic algebraic skills procedures. The already sufficient (SSB (%)) in round one reached the perfect score in the second. The perfect scores in both rounds make it very difficult to argue to which extent the systematic hints were useful.

Task 2b consisted of two pattern salience procedures. Prior to the interviews, we expected this task to be the most difficult problem. Indeed, this was the case for round one where except for Sam the other students struggled seriously. Starting with \( R_{\text{harm}} = \frac{d}{\lambda a} \) they did not see the inverse relationship \( R_{\text{harm}} = \frac{1}{4 \pi} \). They also did not see that
\( P = \frac{k_{\text{eff}} \Delta T}{\Delta t} \) in the second procedure can be written as \( P = \frac{k_{\text{eff}}}{\tau^2} \cdot \Delta T \). So, although the first procedure would be correct, they would perform incorrectly on the second. Thereafter, (SSB (%)) improved, where Mary and Sam used systematic hints that were mainly adopted from other questions such as 2a. Unfortunately, Clare did not understand the purpose of them. In short, we may say that the systematic hints provided for task 2b were not helpful for students. It might be the case that these systematic hints should be adjusted into more appropriate ones.

Task 3 is the question containing the largest number of variables. Hence, compared to other questions, it is also the task requiring the largest number of procedures. We observed that students struggled with dividing away the fraction \( \frac{Q_q}{r^2} \) in \( F_C = f \cdot \frac{Q_q}{r^2} \). Their work involving ad hoc strategies and overlooked procedures, strongly impeded (SSB (%)) for this task. It may be the case that especially Mary and Sam lost control, got stuck because of the large number of variables and failed in making the final step; Mary, since she substituted numbers for \( F_C = f \cdot \frac{Q_q}{r^2} \) to understand the arrangement of the valid outcome for \( f \), and Sam since he could not get rid of the doubled division term. Clare overlooked procedures because she immediately swapped the fraction \( \frac{Q_q}{r^2} \) into the denominator without understanding the mathematical legitimacy of this step, i.e. \( f = \frac{F_C}{Q_q} \). During the second round, all students used systematic hints to solve this task. Remarkably, instead of the ‘activation hint’ of this question, students used that of task 2a and multiplied both sides of \( F_C = f \cdot \frac{Q_q}{r^2} \) with \( \frac{r^2}{r^2} \). Mary, however, lost points since she also used the numbering strategy.

**CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION**

The aim of this study was to examine the possibility to improve students’ symbol sense behavior through activation of prior mathematical knowledge during algebraic problem-solving in physics. To this extent we developed shift-problems. The main difference with earlier studies investigating shift-problems (Palha, Dekker, & Gravemeijer, 2015; Palha, Dekker, Gravemeijer, & van Hout-Wolters, 2013) is that they were for the first time designed outside mathematics education, i.e. in physics education. In addition, except for the study examining symbol sense behavior in physics problems (Türşucu et al., 2018b), this is the second time that this concept was studied outside mathematics education. Also, our tasks consisted of expressions with variables representing real, measurable quantities in physics. Other studies used abstract variables in mathematics without meaning in real life.

Regarding operationalization of symbol sense behavior, we followed the method that we have developed to research students’ basic algebraic skills and sensitivity towards gestalt view and visual salience by means of local salience and pattern salience of algebraic expressions (Türşucu et al., 2018b). To assess students’ work, we used traditional pen-and-paper settings present in previous studies (Arcavi 1994, 2005; Wenger 1987) and not a digital environment such as Bokhove and Drijvers (2010). Unlike these studies, which mainly have a qualitative character, we assessed students’ work both qualitatively and quantitatively, i.e. we determined students’ performance on procedures concerned with basic algebraic skills and symbol sense behavior were both quantized. To this extent,
we used the coding scheme of Table 2 together with the systematic solution set including clearly worked out procedures in the Appendix. Furthermore, we analysed videotaped data in detail following the seven consecutive steps in the theoretical model of Powell et al. (2003). Except for the study of (Türşucu et al., 2018b), such detailed analysis is not present in earlier studies.

As to the applicability of our systematic algebraic problem-solving approach with insight involving activation of mathematical knowledge, we expect this approach to be applicable to other other science subjects. (and even other disciplines). For instance, solving for a variable in both Poiseuille’s law $Q = \frac{\pi p r^4}{8\eta l}$ in biology and the equilibrium equation $K_E = \frac{|c/\partial p|}{|n/\partial l|}$ in chemistry.

Similar to Bokhove and Drijvers (2010), the tasks were carefully selected to trigger students’ problem-solving and to offer deeper understanding of students’ performance including basic algebraic skills and symbol sense behavior. Indeed, this was the case in both rounds contributing to the internal validity of this study.

Concerning the sub question (A) “To what extent do students in upper secondary education demonstrate symbol sense behavior when solving algebraic physics problems that occur in their physics textbooks?”, two of the three students’ symbol sense behavior was insufficient in the first round. This was mainly due to overlooked procedures and the application of ad hoc strategies lacking a rule-based problem-solving approach in which algebraic techniques are used with insight. Regarding sub question (B) “To what extent do students in senior pre-university education demonstrate symbol sense behavior when solving the same algebraic physics problems that occur in their physics textbooks after activation of prior mathematical knowledge?”, students demonstrated sufficient symbol sense behavior. This implies that students adopted the systematic hints that we provided appropriately and increased their symbol sense behavior in the second round. They strongly benefited from our intervention including activation of mathematical knowledge where we offered rule-based systematic hints with insight, especially algebraic techniques that were treated in a similar way to how they were learned in their mathematics textbooks (Reichard et al., 2014). Therefore, our central research question “How can activation of prior mathematical knowledge be used effectively to improve students’ symbol sense behavior in senior pre-university education when solving algebraic physics problems?” can be answered by saying that using algebraic skills in the same way as in mathematics textbooks to activate prior mathematical knowledge was quite effective for our sample of three students. Indeed, they increased their OSSB (%) from 48.5 % in the first to 81.8 % in the second round. To generalize this result to the whole Dutch context, one would need replication using a larger sample.

We have seen that using ad hoc strategies may help students to solve basic algebraic problems, but there are risks for the longer term, especially in more sophisticated problems requiring insight. Applying them depends on the approval of an authority such as a teacher or a textbook explaining them what is mathematically correct and what is not. As a consequence, mathematics can become a set of unconnected strategies lacking conceptual understanding. Since students generally do not know the boundaries of ad hoc approaches, they also do not know where they apply and where not. Therefore, ad hoc strategies are harmful for the application of algebraic skills with insight, corroborating and extending earlier studies (e.g. Drijvers et al., 2011; Roorda, 2012; Türşucu et al., 2018b).

Instead of such strategies, students should use systematic algebraic strategies involving a rule-based problem-solving approach in which algebraic skills, especially algebraic techniques are used with insight as in the systematic solution set in Appendix. If our findings above hold up through replication for sufficiently large samples, then we recommend that these findings they should be considered and implemented by the mathematics and science audience, especially curriculum developers, mathematics and physics teachers, mathematics and science teacher educators and textbook publishers aiming to foster transfer between both subjects and strengthen students’ experiencing more coherence across these subjects.

As to the first group, we suggest using content standards that emphasize the importance of using algebraic skills with insight as described in the mathematics curriculum (Netherlands institute for curriculum development, 2018). Prior mathematical knowledge should be activated through the same pedagogy of applying algebraic skills, especially algebraic techniques that occur in mathematics curricula. Content standards of the latter should pay attention to the importance of algebraic physics problems analogous to mathematics problems.

Moreover, independent of whether those curricula are centralized and determine the textbook content, we recommend that it is probably better that mathematics and physics textbook publishers avoid ad hoc strategies such as the numbering strategy. Instead, mathematics textbooks should pay attention to systematic algebraic strategies where algebraic skills, especially different forms of algebraic techniques are emphasized, for example ‘inverting both sides of the equation. In addition, we suggest adopting science context such as physics problems. In terms of CMSE, it is probably better that physics problems in physics textbooks are introduced through paragraphs containing analogous mathematics problems that students have learned in mathematics class. Systematic hints can be taught together with systematic procedures as in the solution set. Even though CMSE is important, it requires sufficient organization of the learning process in order to achieve a logical learning line across
both subjects. In practice, unfortunately, it still happens that certain mathematical concepts are used in physics class before they were introduced in mathematics class (Alink et al., 2012; Roorda, 2012; Turşucu et al., 2017, 2018a).

On the individual level, physics teachers explaining relevant basic mathematics should be a pre-requisite for pre-service teachers involved in science teacher education programmes leading to a teaching qualification – this does not apply for mathematics teachers, because basic mathematical knowledge is considered to be part of mathematics teacher education programmes. Besides the application of systematic algebraic strategies, we recommend mathematics teachers to refer to the importance of mathematics in physics. For instance, mentioning that mathematics is applied in science subjects such as physics, writing mathematics expressions next to physics formulas may improve transfer and strengthen students experiencing more coherence across these subjects (Turşucu et al., 2018a). Physics teachers can, for example emphasize that algebraic skills learned in mathematics class are applied in physics class and also use the same pedagogy of systematic algebraic approaches as mathematics teachers. Such issues require teachers from both departments to communicate with each other. However, internationally teachers’ curricula are overloaded (e.g. Lyons, 2006). Thus, such collaborative efforts between teachers should be feasible to adopt in teaching practice. In this respect, we suggest individual efforts on a small scale during informal meetings.

Regarding mathematics and science teacher educators, we recommend that both of them make ‘in service’ and ‘preservice’ teachers aware of the harmful ad hoc strategies and their underlying mechanisms. Moreover, there is the possibility to develop partly integrated teaching materials emphasizing the danger of such strategies for students and propose common identical pedagogical approaches to combat ad hoc strategies through systematic algebraic approaches. Furthermore, the application of algebraic skills with insight that becomes visible during basic algebraic skills and symbol sense behavior procedures is discussed in mathematics education. We suggest science teacher educators to explain this concept for problem-solving in physics in relation to the importance of activation of prior mathematical knowledge to teachers and future teachers.

The concepts of basic algebraic skills and symbol sense behavior are intertwined (see Figure 1). Hence, it is not easy to recognize on which concept students rely (Bokhove & Drijvers, 2010). Nevertheless, we succeeded in recognizing them in both rounds quite easily using the numerical criteria OSB (%) ≥ 72.7% and SSB (%) ≥ 72.7%. In the same way with the OBAS (%) ≥ 75% criterion we were able to observe and measure basic algebraic skills procedures. Moreover, investigation of OBAS (%) and OSB (%) separately might indicate that we decoupled both concepts. In fact, we studied OBAS (%) to gain deeper understanding into the degree to which students demonstrated a solid domain of basic algebraic skills. On the other hand, OBAS (%) was already part of OSB (%), keeping their intertwined intact.

As for students who encountered problems applying mathematics in physics, the findings above, especially in the first round corroborate and extend earlier studies (e.g. Dierdorp et al., 2014; Rebello et al., 2007; Roorda et al., 2015; Turşucu et al., 2018a; Wong, 2018), contributing to the relevance of this study. This also applies for previous studies on learning and instruction emphasizing the importance of activation of pre-knowledge for better students’ achievements (e.g. Hailikari, Katajuvuori, & Lindblom-Ylanne, 2008; Roorda, 2012). Indeed, our intervention with shift-problems activating pre-mathematical knowledge improved the students’ performance in our sample. Again, we emphasize that replication of our results in a larger sample is needed to generalize this result from sample to population.

Limitations and Further Recommendations

For this the purpose of this qualitative study, we aimed at interviewing three students. Indeed, over two rounds of problem-solving, we expected that this would provide us sufficient data. This was indeed the case. Therefore, we ignored a gender ratio of 50%-50%. Our extended literature research reveals that there are no indications that a small sample with an uneven gender ratio would yield different results. It is very likely that students’ OBAS (%) and OSB (%) in both rounds are related to a similar knowledge domain at the start of these interviews and their mathematics and physics grades. Regardless of gender, such samples may have generated comparable results. Therefore, we do not view the composition of our sample as a limiting factor, and we note that this finding contributes to the internal validity of this study. Our sample is too small to justify generalizations of our results to the population.

The selection criteria in this study were so strong that we only found one school meeting these requirements. Still, we found exactly three students, i.e. the number of students we aimed for. Among them, only one student whose physics grade was 5.9 (instead of < 5.5) did not perfectly meet these criteria. We selected this student because his (Sam) physics grade was in the ‘danger zone’. Contrary to the other female students whose OSB (%) scores were insufficient in the first round, Sam’s OSB (%) performance was sufficient in both rounds. This may lead to the following question: “Would these scores have been insufficient if his physics grade was insufficient?”. This may or may not be the case, but this question is too difficult to answer. For instance, he may have repeated his class and
improved his problem-solving skills. On the other hand, his mathematics grade of 7.9 that is approximately 1.0 higher than the other students, may also not explain Sam’s performance. Indeed, in the study of Turşucu et al. (2018b) that only assessed symbol sense behavior in algebraic physics problems, students with similar mathematics grades performed quite poorly on the transfer tasks leading to both insufficient OBAS (%) and OSSB (%) scores. Furthermore, the selection of students with a combination of sufficient knowledge of mathematics and poor knowledge of physics might be both a strength and a weakness in this study. Indeed, because of such combination, activation of prior mathematical knowledge may be relatively assured. What would happen, for example, when our sample consisted of students whose mathematics and physics performances are nearly equal? This is a very relevant question, since this extends the scope of this study providing insight in the students’ algebraic problem-solving abilities with sample characteristics not examined in this study. These samples contain students who have both sufficient mathematics and physics grades, and students with both insufficient mathematics and physics grades. How would such students perform comparing the first and the second round? And, what can be learned when all the three groups (including this current study) are viewed together?

Except for additional information about the introductory task and the systematic hints provided in the second round, students were asked to solve the same questions in both rounds. Could this have caused undue bias? We think that this might indeed be the case. Hence, it would be interesting to use the same algebraic problems in two different groups, each containing large number of students. Following this study, the time between the first and the second round is kept at two weeks. Since the intervention is only applied in one group, the results in both groups can be compared to each other. This can provide insight in the extent to which replication of the same problems in both rounds may have caused undue bias. In addition to applying algebraic skills from mathematics to solve algebraic physics problems, it can be worthwhile to investigate the usefulness of systematic hints in other areas of physics, for example the application of trigonometry in physics problems. We also think that applying systematic hints can be valuable for other science subjects, for example solving aforementioned algebraic problems such as Poiseuille’s law in biology and the equilibrium equation in chemistry.

With regard to representativeness of our sample, these students are not representative for the Dutch context. For instance, their problem-solving skills and symbol sense behavior characteristics are too different. In addition, the findings following from this study cannot be extended for the Dutch population, neither to other countries outside the Netherlands. Indeed, our sample size is simply too small. Yet, concerning pedagogical approaches to algebraic problem-solving in grade-10 mathematics and physics textbooks, there may be similarities between the Netherlands and other countries with national final examinations which are described in curricula through the general educational core goals and the more specific standards, shaping textbook driven mathematics and physics teachers who teach those textbooks to their students.

In this study, the students were provided systematic hints in the second round to improve their symbol sense behavior. Other hints were offered when students got stuck to help them proceed. These hints were neutral, meaning that they were as unobstructive as possible. For instance, during task 3 of the first round (see line 5 of Table 8), Sam got stuck and mentioned “I do not know whether I can further simplify this term, but at least until I can”. The interviewer responded: “Can you simplify it one step further? To avoid having too many divisions in that term?”. Thereafter, even he performed incorrectly, Sam continued his work. Other hints in this study were also neutral. Some of the tasks were not read carefully by students, especially the systematic hints. In addition, for most of the tasks the students worked too fast resulting in sloppy mistakes that may have been overcome if they had carefully re-examined their work. Hence, we suggest to adjust the interview protocol and incorporate two design principles: it should explicate that students should read the questions very carefully and re-examine their work after they finished their tasks. Earlier studies state that such adjustments may add to students’ meta-cognitive skills (Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Shute, 2008). This in turn can improve students’ transfer.

The findings above offer insight in the relation between procedural fluency and symbol sense, and how these concepts should be treated in effective teaching practice. Our findings show the effectiveness of using systematic algebraic strategies involving a rule-based approach where basic skills are used with insight to combat problems that require unusual reasoning. The discussion is not about focussing on basic skills or insight. Instead, both basic skills and symbol sense should be taught in an integrated manner. This confirms the statement “Without insight, there is no skill, and without skill, there is no insight” (Drijvers, 2011, p. 141).

Two of the three students used harmful ad hoc strategies. One of them mentioned that she had learned the swapping approach from her mathematics teacher, which might indicate that her teacher taught this strategy from her mathematics textbook (Reichard et al., 2014a). This method has the largest market share in the Netherlands, influencing a large number of highly textbook-driven teachers teaching them to their students (Stein & Smith, 2010; van Zanten & van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 2014). Therefore, we suggest further research investigating to which extent such strategies are involved in this type of textbook series. We strongly recommend researchers sharing their findings with the textbook publisher. If needed, we suggest making publishers aware by pointing out the risks for teachers and students such strategies entail. This may also be a point of attention for grade 9. Grade-10 students’
lack of insight in the application of algebraic skills in round one may be due to insufficient emphasis on a rule-based problem-solving approach on conceptual understanding in grade 9. Therefore, as for textbooks we recommend examining grade 9 textbooks to elaborate on this matter.
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APPENDIX

Physics Teachers’ Interview Protocol

Introduction

We are grateful that you participated in this interview that will take about 20 minutes and is part of the PhD-study of the interviewer, (X). We have some questions about the background of your grade-10 physics students, and their mathematics and physics textbooks.

Interview aim

The purpose of this interview is to select three grade-10 physics students who have a sufficient mathematics grade (≥ 5.5) and an insufficient physics grade. Later, during interviews they will solve algebraic physics problems while being videotaped and thinking aloud (Charters, 2003). These interviews may offer deeper understanding about how students’ application of algebraic skills from mathematics in physics can be improved.

Interview strategy

Could you please answer the questions of the part ‘Questions about background of students’ below? We note that the students’ names will be anonymized. Would you consent to your students who are engaged in this study?

Questions about background of students

1. Could you please offer us the grade-10 students’ names having a sufficient mathematics grade (≥ 5.5) and an insufficient physics grade?
2. Could you please offer us insight in their attitude towards learning?
3. Could you please tell us which physics textbook they use, and why this textbook was chosen?
4. Could you please tell us which mathematics textbook they use?

The Tasks

Task 1 specific heat capacity

When an object is heated, its temperature increases. The formula for this phenomenon is given by: \( Q = m \cdot c \cdot \Delta T \). Here, \( Q \) is the thermal energy in J, \( m \) is the mass in kg, \( c \) is the specific heat capacity and \( \Delta T \) is the temperature change in K.

Derive the unit of the specific heat capacity. First, solve for \( c \).

Task 2 thermal resistance

The thermal resistance \( R_{\text{therm}} = \frac{d}{\lambda A} \) is a measure of the thermal conductivity of an object. Here, \( d \) is the thickness of the material in m, \( A \) is the area of the material in m\(^2\) and \( \lambda \) is the thermal conductivity in W \cdot m\(^{-1}\) \cdot K\(^{-1}\).

a) Derive the unit of \( R_{\text{therm}} \).

The heat flow is given by \( P = \frac{\lambda \Delta T}{d} \). It can be shown that the relation between \( P \) and \( R_{\text{therm}} \) is \( P = \frac{\Delta T}{R_{\text{therm}}} \).

b) Show that this is the case.

Task 3 charged particles

The attractive force between two charged particles is given by \( F = f \cdot \frac{q_1 q_2}{r^2} \). Here, \( f \) is a constant, \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) are the magnitudes of both charged particles in C and \( r \) the distance between the centers of the particles in m.

Derive the unit of the constant \( f \). First, solve for \( f \).
Systematic Solution Set

Task 1 specific heat capacity

Procedure 1 (LS): division of both sides of \( Q = m \cdot [c] \cdot \Delta T \) with \( m \); result:
\[
\frac{Q}{m} = [c] \cdot \Delta T
\]
Procedure 2 (LS): division of both sides of \( \frac{Q}{m} = [c] \cdot \Delta T \) with \( \Delta T \); result: \( [c] = \frac{Q}{m \cdot \Delta T} \). Procedure 3 (BAS): substitution. Each quantity in the formula is replaced with its corresponding unit, except for \([c]\); result: \( [c] = \frac{1}{kg \cdot K} \).
The solution \([c] = [.1 kg^{-1} \cdot K^{-1} \] was also regarded as correct.

Task 2 thermal resistance

a) Procedure 1 (BAS): substitution. Each quantity in the formula is replaced with its corresponding unit, except for \([R_{therm}]\); result: \( [R_{therm}] = \frac{m}{W \cdot m^{-1} \cdot K^{-1} \cdot m^2} \). Procedure 2 (BAS): \([R_{therm}] = m^{12-2} \cdot W^{-1} \cdot K \); result: \( [R_{therm}] = W^{-1} \cdot K \).
b) Procedure 1 (PS): inverting both sides of \( R_{therm} = \frac{d}{k} \); result: \( \frac{1}{R_{therm}} = \frac{k}{d} \).
Procedure 2 (PS): substitution. Replace \( \frac{k}{d} \) in \( P = \frac{k}{d} \Delta T \) by \( \frac{1}{R_{therm}} \); result: \( P = \frac{\Delta T}{R_{therm}} \).

Task 3 charged particles

Procedure 1 (LS): multiplication of both sides of \( F_c = \frac{F \cdot Q}{d^2} \) with \( r^2 \); result: \( r^2 \cdot F_c = f \cdot Q \cdot q \). Procedure 2 (LS): division of both sides with \( q \); result: \( \frac{r^2 \cdot F_c}{q} = f \cdot Q \). Procedure 3 (LS): division of both sides with \( Q \); result: \( \frac{r^2 \cdot F_c}{q} = f \).
Procedure 4 (BAS): substitution. Each quantity in the formula is replaced with its corresponding unit, except for \([f]\); result: \( [f] = \frac{m^2 N}{C^2} \). The solution \([c] = m^2 \cdot N \cdot C^{-2} \) was also regarded as correct.

Shift Problems

Exemplary task

The force of gravity at the earth’s surface on an object is given by \( F_g = m \cdot g \). Here, \( m \) is the mass in kg and \( g \) its acceleration due to gravity in \( \frac{m}{s^2} \).

a) Solve for \( m \) ‘Activation hint’. In mathematics class you have learned that

when \( y = a \cdot b \) and you want to solve for \( a = \ldots \), then the \( b \) on the right side should be ‘taken away’. This can be done by dividing both sides of the equals sign through \( b \). So, \( \frac{y}{b} = \frac{a \cdot b}{b} \) and because \( \frac{b}{b} = 1 \), this yields \( a = \frac{y}{b} \).

Application of the ‘activation hint’ yields \( F_g = m \cdot g \), \( \frac{F_g}{g} = \frac{m \cdot g}{g} \), \( m = \frac{F_g}{g} \).

b) Find the unit of \( F_g \) ‘Strategic hint’. First use the unit-operator \([\ldots]\) and replace \( F_g \) by \([F_g]\), and the other quantities by their units.

Application of the ‘strategic hint’ yields \([F_g]\) = kg \cdot \frac{m}{s^2}.

Now you have seen how the ‘activation hint’ and the ‘strategic hint’ are applied, I ask you to apply them in the tasks below. Please follow the ‘activation’ and ‘strategic’ hints in subsequent order.

Task 1 specific heat capacity (see subsection ‘The Tasks’)

Derive the unit of the specific heat capacity. First, solve for \( c \).

1. ‘Strategic hint 1’: first solve for \( c \).
2. ‘Activation hint’: in mathematics class you have learned that...

...when \( y = a \cdot b \) and you want to solve for \( a = \ldots \), then the \( b \) on the right side should be ‘taken away’. This can be done by dividing both sides of the equals sign through \( b \). So, \( \frac{y}{b} = \frac{a \cdot b}{b} \) and because \( \frac{b}{b} = 1 \), this yields \( a = \frac{y}{b} \).

3. ‘Strategic hint 2’: use the unit-operator \([\ldots]\).
Task 2: Thermal resistance (see subsection ‘The Tasks’)  

a) Derive the unit of \( R_{\text{thermal}} \).  
(1). ‘Strategic hint’. First use the unit-operator [\( \text{J} \)] .  
(2). ‘Activation hint’. In mathematics class you have learned that… 

\[
\text{...when } y = \frac{a}{d}, \text{ this can be simplified into a simpler expression by multiplying both sides of the equals sign by } \frac{d}{d} = 1 \text{ giving } y = \frac{a \cdot d}{d}. \text{ Now, the denominator becomes } \frac{c}{d} \cdot d. \text{ Since, } \frac{d}{d} = 1, \text{ the denominator equals } c. \text{ Finally, we write } y = \frac{ad}{c}. 
\]

The heat flow is given by \( P = \frac{\Delta T}{R_{\text{thermal}}} \). It can be shown that the relation between \( P \) and \( R_{\text{thermal}} \) is \( P = \frac{\frac{\Delta T}{R_{\text{thermal}}}}{R_{\text{thermal}}} \).  

b) Show that this is the case.  
(1). ‘Strategic hint’. Rewrite \( R_{\text{therm}} \) into \( 1/R_{\text{therm}} \).  
(2). ‘Activation hint’. In mathematics class you have learned that… 

\[
\text{...when } y = ab \text{ and } z = ab \text{ then the following relation apply: } y = ab = z. \text{ This means that } y = z.
\]

Task 3: Charged particles (see subsection ‘The Tasks’)  

Derive the unit of the constant \( f \). First, solve for \( f \).  
(1). ‘Strategic hint’. First solve for \( f \).  
(2). ‘Activation hint’. In mathematics class you have learned that… 

\[
\text{...when } y = \frac{a}{b}, \text{ and you want to solve for } a = \cdots, \text{ then the } \frac{1}{b} \text{ on the right side should be ‘taken away’. This can be done by multiplying both sides of the equals sign by } b. \text{ So, } y \cdot b = \frac{a}{b} \cdot b \text{ and because } \frac{b}{b} = 1, \text{ this yields } a = yb.
\]

(3). ‘Strategic hint’. Use the unit-operator [\( \text{J} \)] .

Physics Students’ Interview Protocol

Introduction

We are greatly thankful that you participated in this interview that consists of two parts. In the first section we ask you some questions about your background. The second section is concerned with algebraic problem-solving in physics where we ask you to solve four tasks while thinking aloud and being videotaped.

First section: questions about your background  
1. Could you please tell me why you chose mathematics and science subjects?  
2. Could you please tell me your ideas about mathematics and physics?  
3. Could you please offer me your grades for mathematics and physics?

Second section: algebraic problem-solving in physics  

Could you please solve the three tasks ‘Task 1: specific heat capacity’, ‘Task 2: thermal resistance’ and ‘Task 3: charged particles’ below while thinking aloud. Could you please write down as many intermediate steps as possible. You will only be interrupted if it remains silent for approximately one minute, or a procedure or reasoning is not clear enough. Your name will be anonymized, and all information that you offered during this interview will only be used for a PhD-research.
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